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In reviewing Lee Steeneck’s excellent paper on loss portfolio transfers, 

it became clear that two distinct sets of iesues shorild be covered in any dis- 

cussion of this particular form of reinsursnce. The first area which needs to 

be addressed deals strictly with the pricing coneiderationa involved in any of 

these deals. The eecond. and perhaps more important area,,is that of the non- 

pricing considerations. in vhich both the just!fication and impact of dis- 

counting loss reserves are covered. I vi11 present a few of my thoughts in 

each area, expending on pqints brought out in the article. 

I. Pricing Consideretfone 

While many topics related to the pricing of loss portfolios could be 

addressed, I will limit my d$scussion to two items which have a tremendous 

influence on the ultimate adequacy of the reinsurance premium - reinvestment 

risk and underwritinB (acceleration) risk. , 
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A. Reinveetment Risk 

The author makes the ‘etatement that reinvestment risk ie of 

“staggering” importance. While this may be a questionable aseertion 

for a majority of the deals currently taking place, there are cer- 

tainly specific transections in which the reinvestment risk is aiee- 

able. The impact of changes in the reinvestment rate on the ultimate 

adequacy of the reineurance premium can be illuetrated through a 

simple example. Suppose that after all the actuarial analysis has 

been completed, the following expected payour pattern is chosen as 

the baais for pricing the cover: 

Year Paid Losa*(OOO’s) 

l-5 to 
6 2.000 
7 2,000 
0 2,000 
9 2.000 

10 
Total 

2;ooo 
10,000 

*Assume loeses paid at year-end 

As irr pointed out in the article, the reinsurer vi11 attempt to 

match bond maturities vith this expected payout pattern, resulting in 

a dedicated portfolio of bonds which is immunized from any intereet 

rate changes during the holding period. An immunized portfolio, aa 

defined by Perguson, is one in which the desired wealth level of the 

portfolio ie achieved et the end of the inveetment horizon (holding 

period) regardless of any interest rate changes which may take place 

during the holding period, while sleo meeting all intervening coeh 

flows during the holding period. An immunized portfolio is not 

achievable in this example, however, since there is .a reinvestment 

exposure present during at least the first five years of the payout. 
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Ae shown 4” Exhibit 1, the present value of the above paid lose 

stream ia $4707, aseuming annual coupons of 10% end a 10% reinvest- 

ment rate. If the reinvestment rate assumption is changed to 7X, 

however, it ten be 8een that the,coet of funding this loas payout 

increesee to $4080 (Exhibit 2). Ob+ously , the anticipated five- 

year ‘waiting period” prior to the iaitial loee payment reaulte in 

reinvestment risk be&g presen‘t in thie’ example; For payout pattern.3 

which poesess 8 aborter period of time prior to the initial loss pay- 

q ent , the reinvestment exposure in substantially yeduced. Table 1 

out&es six progreseively “quicker” payout patterne, and illustrates 

the impact that a 3% reduction in the reinvestment rate hae on the 

pricing . As expected, 88 the “waiting period” decreases, 80 doea the 

impact of the reinvestment rate assumption, until the point is 

reached (Pattern #6) where there ia no reinvestment risk present. It 

irr only then that an immunized portfolio ten be echieved through the 

exect matching of cash flove, as illustrated in Exhibit’3. 

B. Acceleration Risk 

The term “acceleration risk” eimply refers to the poseibility 

that reinsured losses may pay out eooner then that pattern which wee 

enticipeted in the pricing of the deel. Since this vi11 reeult in 

the reinsurence premium being inadequate to fund the reinsured 

lessee, it can be’ seen that “acceleration risk” ie simply another 

name for “underwriting risk”. 

Ae Table 1 illustratee, varying the payout pattern easumption 

has .a considerable. impact on the pricing of these deals. For exam- 

ple, if payout pattern bl is the expected result, e present value of 
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-TABLE 1 

ALTEFUNTIM LOSS PAYOUT PATTERNS 

Year 

I 
: 

10 
Total 

I 

myout 
Pattern 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

f 0 s 0 s 0 s 0 
0 0 0 2,@33 
0 0 2,000 uJof3 
0 2,ocQ 2,000 &f333 

2,oOO 2,~ 2,000. 2,wo 
2,030 2,m 2,@33 2,QJ33 
2,000 2,000 2,wo 
u333 2,m 
2,000 

STEpin $lB$iB slo,0oo - $10,000 

Reinvestment 
Rate 

66 

s 2,coo 
2,m 
2mJ 
2,m 
2n3J 

Present Value Increase in Price due to 
of Paid Losses 3% Reduction in Reinvestment Rate 

34,707 
4,880 $A. 3% 
5,178 
5.313 135 2.6 
$696 
5,707 91 1.6 
6,266 
6,312 46 .7 
6.092 

-I- 

6,910 
7,582 
7,582 

18 .3 

0 0 



$4707 is developed. whereas if e quicker payout such se pattern 13 is 

employed, a substantially greeter preeent value ($5696) reeulte. The 

worst-fsee ecenario under the example vould be s payment of the 

entire $10,000 in Year 1. with this payment having a present value of 

$9091. Thus the reinsurer is clesrly exposing itself to 8 eubstsn- 

tie1 amount of underwriting risk by entering into one of these 

desls. As the suthor alludes to in his article. to the extent thst s 

structure of reimbursements existe 8s to timing and *mount, thie 

lessens the reineurer’s risk. The following sre three approaches 

designed to lessen this risk to the reinsurer, with the basic thrust 

being to have the reinsured end the reinsurer shsre in the scceler- 

stion risk. 

1. First Payment Dete 

One method by which the acceleration risk csn be shared is 

through the implementstion of e first payment date, which would 

specify that the reinsurer will not be required to make s loss 

payment prior to s certain dste. For exemple, if 8 first psy- 

ment date of the fourth year-end is implemented, then the rein- 

mrer vould not be required to make sny payments up until that 

time, et which point it vould be required to reimburse the rein- 

sured for all losses paid in Yeers l-4. up to the $10,000 

limit. If we had priced this deel st $4707 using payout petter” 

#l, we can quantify the sccelerstion risk se follow: 

Total $9091 (Present Value of $10.000 paid in Year 1) 
Acceleretion -$4707 (Present Value of expected payout pattern) 
Risk: f4384 
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The total acceleration risk of $4384 thus represents the 

difference in the present values betveen the Worst-cese payout 

of $10,000 at the first year-end, and the expected payout of 

$2000 in each of the Years 6-10. 

How does the implementation of a first payment date reduce 

the risk to the reinsurer7 The worst-case scenerio for the re- 

insurer now is that it would have to pay $10,000 at the fourth 

year end, with the present vslue of this payment being $6030. 

Therefore, the reinsurer’s acceleration risk is now 

$6,830 - $4,707 - $2,123 

rather then the previous figure of $4384. The reinsured would 

now share in the acceleration risk, with its total amount at 

risk being 

$9,091 - $6,830 - $2,261. 

While at first glance it might appear that, due to the 

amounts at risk, no reinsured would ever agree to such a first 

payment date plan, it should be remembered thet probebilities 

must be assigned to the respective risk elements, with the rein- 

surer’s risk potential being much greeter than the reinsured’s. 

While the first payment date plsn succeeds in shering the accel- 

eration risk under the worst-case scenario. it fails to protect 

the reinsurer from any accelerated peyout which might occur sub- 

sequent to the first payment date. 
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2. Aggregate Paid Loss Caps 

A second approach to sharing th’e acceleration risk is 

through thb implementetion of aggregate paid loss caps, which 

specify the miutimum amount of losses vhich the reinsurer will 

psy at any point in time. For example, aggregate paid loss caps 

ten be structured for the $10,000 example as follows: 

Year Paid Lose 
1 Uo to $ 2.000. total. inceotion-to-date 
2 Up to $ 4;OOO; total; inception-to-date 
3 Up to $ 6,000, total, inception-to-date 
4 Up to $ 0,000, total, inception-to-date 
5 Up to $10,000, total, inception-to-dete 

By limiting the total amount thet the reinsurer would have 

to pay in each year, this method succeeds in sharing the accel- 

eration risk. If the total acceleration risk is again set equal 

to $4384, the risk would be shered as follows: 

Reinsurer: $7,582 (Present Value of $2000 paid in Yeers l-5) 
-54 707 (Present Value of expected loss payout) 
82,875 

Reinsured : $9,091 (Present Value of $10,000 paid in Year 1) 
-07 582 (Present Value of $2,000 paid in Years l-5) 
51,509 

As in the cese of the first payment date, however, the 

probability of the reinsured being forced to make payments far 

in advance of the corresponding reinsurance recovery is slight. 

3. First Payment Date end Aggregate Paid Loss Caps 

As wae mentioned in the article, * loss por~tfolio reinsur- 

ante errangement must exhibit legitimate risk transfer, i.e.. 
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there needs to be undervriting 8s well as investment (or rein- 

vestment) risk present. While this eliminetes a strictly struc- 

tured payout schedule from being used, it does not prohibit the 

reinsurer from reducing its acceleration risk to more eccepteble 

level*. By imposing both e first payment date and aggregate 

paid loss caps, the reinsurer ten reduce its acceleration risk 

substantielly. thereby enabling it to offer the lowest possible 

price to the reinsured. For example, suppose a first payment 

date of the fifth year-end is imposed, with eggregete paid loss 

caps as follovs: 

Yeer Paid Loss 

5 Up to $ 2,000, total, inception-to-date 
6 Up to $ 4,000, total, inception-to-date 
7 Up to $ 6,000. total, inception-to-date 
8 Up to $ 0,000, total, inception-to-date 
9 Up to $10,000, totel, inception-to-date 

On a worst-case basis, the present velue of the reinsurer’s 

paid losses would be $5178, thereby placing its acceleration 

risk et only $471 ($5170 - $4707). If both parties to the trsn- 

section are comforteble with the expected psyment pattern used 

in the initisl pricing, then the imposition of the first payment 

date and the sggregate paid loss caps could result in a substen- 

tisl reduction in the reinsurer’s risk charge, thus lowering the 

premium which must be paid by the reinsured. While admittedly 

this is providing the reinsured with less coverage than a to- 

tally unstructured deal, all of the business purposes served by 

loss portfolio transfers ere still being met, while providing 

the reinsured vith the lowest up-front cost option. 
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Other methods of sharing the undervriting risk can be de- 

vised; however, se the author points out, any deal which imposes 

any sort of structure on the reinsurer’s payments may prove un- 

scceptable to regulators, tsx authorities, and auditors from a 

risk transfer perspective. The risk of this happening would 

naturally increase as the smount of structure present in the 

deal increased. Therefore, the decision on whether or not e 

loss portfolio transfer contains s sufficient amount of risk 

really needs to be done on sn individual case basis. 

II. Non-Pricing Considerations 

A. Business Purposes Loss Portfolio Transfers Serve 

Given the euthor’s list of business purposes, I would have been 

interested in seeing how he would rank these in order of importance 

(or validity). While all of the items listed may be the end results 

of * loss portfolio traneaction, several of them should not be clas- 

sified 8s valid business purposes. 

1. Improve NAIC Early Warning Test Results 

Hopefully there is a more valid business purpose underlying 

the loss portfolio deals currently taking place than this one. 

However. the cosmetic effect that a loss portfolio transfer can 

have on 8 ceding company does eppear to be substantial. There- 

fore, requiring proper disclosure of the terms underlying any 

such transaction is crucial. This requirement should go so fsr 

8s to require disclosure of the ceding company’s accounting 
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treatment for the transection, since the impact on Schedule P 

differs depending on the accounting method chosen (premium 

method or loss method). 

2. Discount Reserves 

Inherent in eny loss portfolio transaction is the dis- 

counting of loss reserves. Therefore discounting, per se, can 

be more properly classified as simply a vehicle through which 

certain business purposes can be served, end not as e business 

purpose in and of itself. 

Also, because of the distorting effect that any loss port- 

folio transfer haa on Schedules 0 and P, mandatory disclosure of 

the eccounting transactions underlying the deal should be re- 

qui red. 

B. Cost Considerations to Loss Portfolio Transfers 

1. Potential Loss of Company Stature 

While I agree that the potential exists for a loss of com- 

pany stature, I think an argument could also be made that by not - 

doing one of these deals a company might, et least in the short- 

term, do harm to its standing in the insurance community. For 

example, take two companies which have recently discovered that 

their loss reserves are ten million dollars inadequate. At this 

point they can take two courses of ection. The first would be 

to simply strengthen their reserves by $10,000, resulting in 8 

reduction in surplus. The second would be to employ a lose 

portfolio transfer which csrried with it a $10,000 benefit, thus 

eliminating the inadequecy by discounting reserves. 
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If one company sdopte the first approach, it risks shoving 

unfavorable NAIC test results, s possible reduction in its 

Best’s rating, end in genera! q ey produce 8 feeling that perhaps 

there are more problems with the compeny that just have not yet 

been discovered. 

If the other company takes the second approach, without 

proper disclosure, it would appear to be in a much stronger 

p*siti**. Even if fully disclosed, the long-term impsct ie 

difficult to quantify and may not be fully appreciated. The 

question is, which company, on both s short-term end long-term 

basis, has taken the more prudent approach to dealing with its 

problems? 

2. Letter of Credit Charge 

As the author states, there is deffnitely sn additional 

cost involved in transacting s loss portfolio deal with an un- 

authorized reinsurer rather than an authorized reinsurer. TM* 

is due to the cost of the letter of credit which must be posted 

on the ceding company’s behalf, thereby allowing it to receive 

credit for the reserves taken down. Going back to the original 

example, en estimate of the letter of credit charge csn be csl- 

culsted se follows: 
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Year 

1 $10.000 
2 10,000 
3 10,000 
4 10,000 
5 10,000 
6 10,000 
7 0,000 
0 6.000 
9 4,000 

10 2,000 

LOC LOC Present Value 
Amount Charge @ .25X of LOC Chsrge 

$25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
25 
20 
15 
10 

$25 
23 
21 
19 
17 
16 
11 

8 
5 

Therefore, if this loss portfolio were done with an un- 

suthorized reinsurer, sn additional up-front cost of $147 would 

be required, with this being slightly more than 3% of the loss 

fund amount of $4707. Obviously, the impact of this letter of 

credit cherge will vary depending on the loss payout pattern 

which is assumed in the pricing. 

As 8 fin.91 note, the author mentions a 1983 proposal to discount liabil- 

ities for Schedule P lines ‘at e 5% rate of interest. If this is eventually 

edopted, it is hoped that every effort is made to insure the clarity of the 

company’s published results. For the Annual Statement, this would involve 

leaving Schedule P on an undiscounted basis, while establishing en asset equal 

to the amount of the discount. Aa is also pointed out, e change in statutory 

accounting principles to accept discounted loss reserves might obviate the 

need for many of these loss portfolio transfers. 

I" co"cl"sio", I think the author should be commended for his fine dis- 

cussion of this complicated and increasingly important form of reinsurence. 
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’ Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Tote1 

Coupon 
Principal Income 

s 0 9 471 

0 471 

0 471 

0 471 

0 471 

0 471 

0 471 

1,236 471 

1,653 347 

1.818 182 

$4,707 $4,297 

10% R&VESTMENT RATE EXAMPLE 
(figures in thousands) 

Interest on 
Reinvested Reinvested Total Paid Year-End 

Funds Funde Income Losses Balance 

9 0 
471 

989 

1,558 

2,185 

2,874 

1,632 

266 

0 

0 

1 0 

47 

99 

156 

218 

287 

163 

27 

0 

0 -- 
4997 

s 471 

989 

1,558 

2.185 

2,874 

3,632 

2,266 

2,000 

2.000 

2,000 

9 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2,000 

2,000 

2,000 

2,000 

2,000 

S10,000 

s 471 

989 

1,558 

2,185 

2,874 

1,632 

266 

0 

0 

0 
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EXHIBIT 2 

Year 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total 

Coupe" 
Principal Income 

9 0 $ 489 

0 409 

0 489 

0 489 

0 489 

0 489 

0 489 

1,417 489 

1,653 347 

1,818 182 

$4,000 $4,441 

7% REINVESTMENT BATE EXAMPLE 
(figures in thousands) 

Reinvested. 
Funds 

s 0 

409 

1,012 

1.571 

2,169 

2,810 

1,495 

88 

0 

0 

Interest on 
Reinvested 

Funds 

s 0 

34 

71 

110 

152 

197 

105 

6 

0 

0 

$675 

Total 
Income 

$ 489 

1,012 

1.571 

2,169 

2,010 

3,495 

2.088 

2,000 

2,000 

2,000 

Paid Year-End 
Loeses Balance -___ 

s 0 $ 489 

0 1,012 

0 1,571 

0 2,169 

0 2,810 

2,000 1,495 

2,000 08 

2,000 0 

2,000 0 

2,000 0 

$10,000 
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Coupon 
Year Principal Income 

1 31,242 9 758 

2 1,366 634 

3 1,503 497 

4 1,653 347 

5 1,818 182 

Total $7,582 $2,418 

EXHIBIT 3 

REINVESTMENT BATE EXAMPLE 
(figures in thousands) 

Interest on 
Reinvested Reinvested 

Funds Funds 

s 0 so 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 - 

$0 

Total Paid Year-End 
Income Losses Balance 

$2,000 s2,ooo s 0 

2,000 2,000 0 

2,000 2,000 0 

2,000 2,000 0 

2,000 2,000 0 

$10,000 
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